Covid-19 Con Job
Satanic Plan-Demic/Scam-Demic
Part 8
It was my intent to include this in Part 7 but it cannot be abridged or shortened and so at
the close of Part 7, I made a quick decision to do it separately. A few months ago, there
was a news report that the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) had come down on Jim
Bakker like a hammer on an ant. This segment confirms why 5G is the cause for the
Corona virus known as Covid-19! Part 7 provides circumstantial evidence that 5G is the
real cause of the virus scare. In this segment, I will present the biological evidence that
5G activates microbial bacteria which alter the balance between life and death.
Moderna is Fauci's favorite vaccine company, and his agency, NIAID, stands to rake in
cash if Moderna's shot turns out to be the choice for COVID---when, in fact, no vaccine
is necessary. Moderna is a little punk firm that has never brought a product of any kind
to market, and yet garnered $500 million in federal funds to research a vaccine.
On top of that, Moderna is deploying RNA technology, which has never been approved
for any pharmaceutical product, and has caused, in trials, serious adverse effects.
Newly unearthed documents from Moderna Pharmaceutical’s Covid patent application
include a claim of concern about a “deliberate release of SARS coronavirus” 9 months
before the official emergence of Covid-19. In addition, it turns out that Moderna may not
have the legal right to even release its vaccine in the next few weeks because the
company appears to be infringing on an existing patent for the core technology. Is this
why Moderna’s executives are selling their stock?
Dr. David Martin, discussed what appears to be blatant corruption from Moderna, the
biotechnology company which is poised to be far ahead of its competitors in creating a
vaccine for Covid-19. Dr. Martin explains the company’s unethical process to obtain
coronavirus vaccine patents, the cover-up surrounding Moderna and its patents, and
how their actions could directly affect other companies seeking to produce a
coronavirus vaccine. Dr. David Martin revealed that in an interview with Ben Swann just
in the past week or two.
Covid-19 is all about old people. They are the most vulnerable, “useless eaters” as Dr.
Henry Kissinger referred to the elderly. No virus necessary. They're all suffering from
long-term, multiple, serious health conditions. They've all been treated, for years, with
toxic medical drugs. They're terrified at the possibility of a Covid diagnosis. Then they
are diagnosed with Covid. Then they're isolated and cut off from family and friends.
And they die. NO VIRUS NECESSARY! Between the fear-mongering, unsafe face
masks, and public lock down, they have created a plan of genocide. This plan of
genocide has a method behind its madness as this segment will reveal.
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And that makes the recent CDC revelation about death numbers more relevant than
most people can begin to fathom. The CDC states that only 6% of all US Covid-19
deaths have been unambiguously caused by a virus alone. The other 94% are
overwhelmingly the old people I just described. Get it? With this segment you will soon
learn that the real cause of Covid-19 is Mycoplasma activated by 5G!
And now comes along a new group of lunatics - computer modelers from the University
of Washington, who are predicting the U.S. death toll from Covid-19 will rise above
600,000 this winter. Pressed into their amateur thickly-sliced baloney - they ignore the
CDC "correction" of death numbers I just noted. Covid-19 is not a virus, it is a
bacteria known as Mycoplasma. It is the real reason the elderly were the majority of
the victims who died on cruise ships. 5G technology activated the presence of
Mycoplasma But first let’s go back a few months when the government agencies threw
the book at TV Jim Bakker for offering a nano-silver product on supposedly unsupported
medical evidence claim that it could cure Covid-19.
TV preacher Jim Bakker, who went through five years in jail, subsequent to being
indicted on various checks of misrepresentation, crossed paths with the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA, and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). Bakker touted an
item called Liquid Silver Sol on his site and The Jim Bakker Show as a solution for
Covid-19, the sickness brought about by the novel coronavirus as of now spreading
quickly over the world.
On March 24, 2020, The Jim Bakker Show, which is based in Blue Eye, Missouri, is one
of seven companies that recently received warning letters from the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
The warning was for allegedly selling products that may violate federal law by making
deceptive or scientifically unsupported claims about their ability to treat the coronavirus
(Covid-19).
According to the Better Business Bureau, The Jim Bakker Show was asked to stop
marketing products labeled to contain silver. The FTC and FDA allege The Jim Bakker
Show marketed products that would mitigate, prevent, treat, diagnose or cure Covid-19
in people. The FDA ruled the products were unapproved new drugs and were being
sold in violation of federal law.
Soon after the FTC’s and the FDA’s action, Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt filed
suit against Bakker and Morningside Church Productions, Inc., for misrepresentations
about the effectiveness of “Silver Solution” as a treatment for Covid-19.
“Preying upon the public’s fears of this health crisis is unconscionable,” said Michelle L.
Corey, BBB St. Louis president and CEO. “We applaud the proactive measures being
taken by the FTC, FDA and the Attorney General for their efforts to protect the public.”
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“There currently are no vaccines, pills, potions, lotions, lozenges or other prescription or
over-the-counter products available to treat or cure coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid19),” the FDA’s William Correll and FTC’s Richard Quaresima wrote in the letter.
The FTC and FDA ordered seven companies to stop selling allegedly “fraudulent”
products in warning letters. The companies are Vital Silver; Quinessence Aromatherapy
Ltd.; N-ergetics; GuruNanda, LLC; Vivify Holistic Clinic; Herbal Amy LLC; and The Jim
Bakker Show, the company linked to televangelist Jim Bakker, who was indicted in the
1980s on wire and mail fraud charges and spent nearly five years in federal prison.
“There already is a high level of anxiety over the potential spread of coronavirus,” said
FTC Chairman Joe Simons. “What we don’t need in this situation are companies
preying on consumers by promoting products with fraudulent prevention and treatment
claims. These warning letters are just the first step. We’re prepared to take enforcement
actions against companies that continue to market this type of scam.”
The lawsuits center on a segment from the Feb. 12 episode of The Jim Bakker Show, in
which Bakker hosted natural health expert Sherrill Sellman, who allegedly implied that
Silver Solution could cure Covid-19, in addition to HIV, SARS and other diseases.
In the episode—which has since been removed from Bakker's website and YouTube
channel—Bakker asked Sellman, "This influenza that is now circling the globe—you're
saying that 'Silver Solution' would be effective?"
Sellman replied, "Well, let's say it hasn't been tested on this strain of the coronavirus,
but it has been tested on other strains of the coronavirus and has been able to eliminate
it within 12 hours. Totally eliminate it. Kills it. Deactivates it!"
She added that Silver Solution "has been proven by the government that it has the
ability to kill every pathogen it has ever been tested on, including SARS and HIV."
Hold this point by natural health expert Sherrill Sellman for reference later. Some of you
may be familiar with the idiom expression about being “born with a silver spoon in one’s
mouth”. Today, for most people it suggests of one being born into wealth! However,
there is a deeper meaning that has been lost to history.
My wife and I received as baby gifts for both of our children, Sterling Silver spoon sets.
Using silverware for babies has been practiced for decades, and it is believed that
eating from silver has the same benefits as eating from a banana leaf. The top 5
benefits of using silver cutlery for babies are:
1. Bacteria-free: Silver has the unique property of preventing bacteria cells from
building up chemical bonds for its survival, making it antibacterial. Unlike other synthetic
and plastic utensils, you do not have to sterilize silverware as it is bacteria-free. The
antibacterial property of the silver is the reason why medicines are usually given to
small babies in a silver pallada or sangu dispenser.
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2. Easy maintenance: The fact that you can clean the silverware with just water and
soap, and not sterilization, makes it easy to use and maintain silverware. However,
silverware used for babies should not be polished regularly.
3. Immunity boosting: Silver has the property of killing germs, and so it can be a boon
to health. It is believed that traces of silver is infused in the food eaten by the babies,
which can improve the immunity of the child and generally improve health.
4. Non-toxic: Unlike other metals and plastic ware, silver is not known to cause any
cancers, reproductive or neurological damage or any adverse health conditions.
Silverware is non-toxic and hence safe for kids.
5. Retains freshness of food: Silverware is also known to kill various germs, bacteria
and virus in the food. In fact, in olden days, silver coins were added to milk to keep it
fresh for longer time. History has it that water and wines were kept in silverware to
retain their freshness and enhance taste.
These benefits mentioned here are not newly found. The use of silver ware were very
common in ancient India, of course, for the affluent class as silver is a precious metal. It
is true that the wealthy and royalty have used silver dinner ware for centuries.
One of its most important industrial uses of silver has been in the field of photographic
film and photographic paper. Large commercial graphic arts and printing firms will often
recover recycled depleted silver from their used film negatives rather than putting it into
the dumpster. Kodak would re-purchase that recycled silver.
For thousands of years silver has been used as a healing agent by civilizations
throughout the world. Its medical, preservative and restorative powers can be traced as
far back as the ancient Greek and Roman Empires. Long before the development of
modern pharmaceuticals, silver was employed as a germicide.
Consider these interesting facts:
• The Greeks used silver vessels to keep water and other liquids fresh. The writings of
Herodotus, the Greek philosopher and historian, date the use of silver to before the birth
of Christ.
• The Roman Empire stored wine in silver urns to prevent spoilage.
• The use of silver is mentioned in ancient Egyptian writings.
• During the Middle Ages, silverware protected the wealthy from the full brunt of
the so-called plague. [This is the root of the idiom about being born with a silver
spoon in one’ mouth.]
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• Before the advent of modern germicides and antibiotics, it was known that diseasecausing pathogens could not survive in the presence of silver. Consequently, silver was
used in dishware, serving trays and plates, drinking vessels and eating utensils.
• In particular, the wealthy stored and ate their food from silver vessels to keep bacteria
from growing.
• The Chinese emperors and their courts ate with silver chopsticks.
•The Druids have left evidence of their use of silver.
• Settlers in the Australian outback suspend silverware in their water tanks to retard
spoilage.
• Pioneers trekking across the American West found that if they placed silver or copper
coins in their casks of drinking water, it kept the water safe from bacteria, algae, etc.
• All along the frontier, silver dollars were put in milk to keep it fresh. Some of us
remember our grandparents doing the same.
• Silver leaf was used to combat infection in wounds sustained by troops during World
War I.
• Prior to the introduction of antibiotics, Colloidal Silver was used widely in hospitals and
has been known as a bactericide for at least 1200 years.
• In the early 1800s, doctors used silver sutures in surgical wounds with very successful
results.
• In Ayurvedic medicine, silver is used in small amounts as a tonic, elixir or rejuvenative
agent for patients debilitated by age or disease.
Silver Re-Discovered
Not until the late 1800s did western scientists re-discover what had been known for
thousands of years - that silver is a powerful germ fighter. Medicinal silver compounds
were then developed and silver became commonly used as a medicine. By the early
part of the 1900s, the use of silver was becoming widespread. By 1940 there were
approximately four dozen different silver compounds on the market.
The FDA and FTC attack on Jim Bakker has my investigative mind working and that
suggest being for something more than what meets the eyes of the media. I know from
personal experience that the EPA has strict regulations regarding the dumping of
depleted film silver down the drain; it kills sewage bacteria and actually can interfere
with normal sewage waste disposal and decomposition.
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Although there were a few flare-ups of negative publicity regarding medicinal silver in
the early 1900s, (due to the overuse of certain types of protein-bound silver compounds
causing a discoloration of the skin called argyria and due to a supply of improperly
prepared and unstable silver) reputable medical journal reports demonstrated that a
properly prepared colloidal dispersion of silver was completely suitable with no adverse
side effects. T. H. Anderson Wells reported in the ‘Lancet’ (February 16th, 1918) that a
preparation of colloidal silver was "used intravenously. . . without any irritation of the
kidneys and with no pigmentation of the skin. "
New knowledge of body chemistry gave rise to the enormous array of applications for
colloidal disinfectants and medicines and for on-going research into the capabilities and
possibilities for silver colloids. However, Silver’s “new-found” fame as a superior
infection-fighting agent was short lived.
How Silver Lost Favor
During the 1930s, synthetically manufactured drugs began to make their appearance
and the profits, together with the simplicities of manufacturing this new source of
treatment, became a powerful force in the marketplace. There was much excitement
over the new 'wonder drugs' and at that time, no antibiotic-resistant strains of disease
organisms had surfaced. Silver quickly lost its status to modern antibiotics.
On-going Uses of Colloidal Silver
The use of some silver preparations in mainstream medicine survived. Among them are
the use of diluted silver nitrate in newborn babies' eyes to protect from infection and the
use of "Silvadine," a silver based salve, in virtually every burn ward in America to kill
infection. A new silver-based bandage has recently been approved by the FDA and
licensed for sale. Other uses that did not lose favor include:
• Silver water purification filters and tablets are manufactured in Switzerland and used
by many national and international airlines to prevent growth of algae and bacteria.
• Electrical ionization units that impregnate the water with silver and copper ions are
used to sanitize pool water without the harsh effects of chlorine.
• The former Soviet Union used silver to sterilize recycled water on their space vehicles.
• The Swiss use silver filters in homes and offices.
• Some U.S. municipalities use silver in treatment of sewage.
• In the Japanese work place, silver is a popular agent in the fight against airborne
toxins as well other industrial poisons.
• Silver-infused bandages and wound dressings are now commercially available.
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• Silver has been found to prevent the infection resulting from burns.
But for the most part, with the discovery of pharmaceutical antibiotics, interest in silver
as an anti-microbial agent declined almost to the point of extinction.
The Resurgence of Silver in Medicine
The return of silver to conventional medicine began in the 1970s. The late Dr. Carl
Moyer, chairman of Washington University's Department of Surgery, received a grant to
develop better methods of treatment for burn victims. Dr. Margraf, as the chief
biochemist, worked with Dr. Moyer and other surgeons to find an antiseptic strong
enough, yet safe to use over large areas of the body. Dr. Margraf investigated 22
antiseptic compounds and found drawbacks in all of them.
Reviewing earlier medical literature, Dr. Margraf found continual references to the use
of silver. However, since concentrated silver nitrate is both corrosive and painful, he
diluted the silver to a .5 percent solution and found that it killed invasive burn bacteria
and permitted wounds to heal. Importantly, resistant strains did not appear. But, silver
nitrate was far from ideal, and so research continued for more suitable silver
preparations.
Silver sulphadiazine (Silvadene, Marion Laboratories) is now used in 70 percent of burn
centers in America. Discovered by Dr. Charles Fox of Columbia University,
sulphadiazine has also been successful in treating cholera, malaria and syphilis. It also
stops the herpes virus, which is responsible for cold sores, shingles and worse. This
single example alone, refutes the claims of the FDA and FTC, and with competent legal
counsel in this area could have destroyed the intimidation by the government.
I know a great deal about silver and its benefits. I keep a bottle of Dr. Len Horowitz’s
Oxy-Silver in our kitchen cupboard. Every winter my wife would get a bronchial
infection and bronchitis that frequently necessitated a $200 trip to an urgicare clinic and
antibiotics. With the first signs of an oncoming itchy throat cough, she takes a teaspoon
of Oxy-Silver holding it under her tongue for a minute or so, and by the next morning
she is back to her former self, AT LESS THAN 20% OF A TRIP TO KROGER’S
URGICARE.
The history and uses of colloidal silver are well known and documented. MesoSilver, is
the highest level ever tested. This means it is the most effective of any colloidal silver
product ever made. With not a single serious adverse event ever reported, it is also one
of the safest.
Keep in mind that it was Dr. Anthony Fauci who years ago endorsed
Hydroxychloroquine only to earlier in 2020 did everything short of discouraging people
to consider it, even chastising President Trump for its recommendation to treat the
Covid-19, and that came on top of European doctors reporting spectacular results in its
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use. Dr. Fauci has been wrong from day one of the alleged Corona virus. Writer/author
Charles Ortleb in his book “Fauci’ said: “Fauci is the Bernie Madoff of Science and the
HIV Ponzi Scheme that Concealed the Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Epidemic”.
Dr. Len Horowitz, one of the world’s leading experts wrote this back in 1997:
THE FAUCI FILES, 3(72): Mycoplasmas: Is The Real AIDS Paradigm Being
Ignored? August 22, 2000
“Duesberg's admonitions about HIV were nothing more than a German-trained
scientist's culturally-tinged sado-masochistic review of the rigors of reproducible
scientific experimentation. That's just how German scientists are made.
So let's forget about the trumped-up Duesberg drama that gets replayed over and over
ad nauseum by those who have a vested interest in some pharmaceutical bonanza,
and let's consider the very real possibilities that Duesberg never did -- and Fauci never
will.
"Sit down before fact as a little child, be prepared to give
up every preconceived notion, follow humbly wherever and to
whatever abysses nature leads, or you shall learn nothing."
by Thomas Henry Huxley
The question still unanswered is quite simple: How can a single viral pathogen like HIV
cause a disease state of immune regulatory compromise, often fatal, that appears to be
dramatically different in terms of symptomatology, epidemiology and disease trajectory
when one views this "AIDS syndrome" in terms of geopolitical borders?
So why do so many struggle with such an obvious in-your-face question? Isn't it obvious
that there are co-factors – perhaps more than one -- which may offer better targets for
extending the trajectory of this disease than HIV (all quotes hereafter are from the
Baseman and Tully article cited and excerpted below):
"In two other studies using PCR, M. fermentans was
identified in the upper respiratory tract of 20% to 44% of
both healthy and HIV-infected patients and was associated
with acute respiratory distress syndrome in nonimmunecompromised persons."
"Another area of emerging mycoplasmal infections concerns
immune-deficiency. Although patients with congenital or
acquired disorders of antibody production are susceptible
to a wide variety of microbial infections, the unique
susceptibility of such patients to mycoplasmal infections
is a growing concern, especially considering the number of
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occurrences, the types of mycoplasmas involved, and the
difficulties posed in the therapeutic management of such
infections."
"Furthermore, the ability of mycoplasmas to induce a broad
range of immune-regulatory events, mediated by cytokine
production and direct effects on macrophages, B and T
cells, and glial cells, is evidence that mycoplasmas
possess the attributes of primary mediators of pathogenesis.
For example, cytokine production and lymphocyte activation
may either minimize disease through the activation of host
defense mechanisms or exacerbate disease through lesion
development."
The harder question is even more obvious: can a medical system that defines its
"ethical standards" only in terms of the prevailing "standard of care" be trusted to open
its collective mind to ANY possibilities other than those which perpetuate that "ethical
standard of care"? Isn't the answer obvious?
"Nonetheless, mycoplasmas remain mysterious and enigmatic,
and the available data and proposed hypotheses that
correlate mycoplasmas with disease pathogenesis range from
definitive, provocative, and titillating to inconclusive,
confusing, and heretical. Controversy seems to be a
recurrent companion of mycoplasmas, yet good science and
open mindedness should overcome the legacy that has burdened
them for decades."
When one considers the fact that mycoplasmas offer the very best pathogenic cofactor
candidate(s) to explain even the most apparent inconsistencies of AIDS pathogenesis,
then one will find these discussions centered on HIV as the superior, central and
dominant pathogen to be, at best, rather parochial wastes of time, money and lives.
Given our cultural perversion of the basic notions of "scientific experimental rigor", one
must ask:
Who wants to be the first Mycoplasma Activist?
Meantime, NIH/NIAID Director Dr. Anthony "Mussolini" Fauci has already taken the lead
in turning the mycoplasma issue into bureaucratic window dressing by adding
"Mycoplasma" to his growing list of go-nowhere emerging disease and research
departments.
What Dr. Len Horowitz is saying in his remarks from over twenty years ago, that Dr.
Anthony Fauci was a crappy doctor unwilling to drop his scheme to create a drug
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cocktail he could profit from in requiring it as the regimen for AIDS victims. His AZT
drug protocol killed over 150,000 homosexual men during the AIDS epidemic.
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I first became aware of Dr. Len Horowitz back in 1997. He is the author of several
formidable books in the field of infectious diseases. His 1996 book, ‘Emerging
Viruses: AIDS And Ebola: Nature, Accident or Intentional?’ actually exposed the
fraud of Dr. Anthony Fauci, over twenty years ago. I read the first edition of his
groundbreaking work on mycoplasma. It is a huge book which is an indictment of the
corrupt Dr. Anthony Fauci. Don’t try to buy the book at Amazon, you can’t afford it!
Mycoplasma is the smallest living organism, smaller than a virus. A mycoplasma is
so small that it can cross the blood-brain barrier. A mycoplasma is the DNA strands of a
bacterium, encased in a membrane. Since it has no cell wall, it is parasitic, needing a
host for survival. There are well over 100 species of mycoplasma. Some attack plants
and some attack animals. Mycoplasma and other bacteria flourish in an acidic pH. The
mycoplasma membrane is made up of fat and sugar, which it needs to replicate.
Actually, mycoplasma does serve a purpose, and has a place in the biome of life and
death. Dr. Zack Bush is a biome medical doctor and helped me to understand why
mycoplasma is of such a critical issue of life and death. As noted, we all have
mycoplasma in our body, but it is in a dormant state.
Chances are you have encountered a situation where you could smell what was
mycoplasma in a state of decomposition. I remember my parents warning me when I
was a small child, “Don’t touch that dead animal! You’ll get sick!” They were correct in
saying that. That dead mouse was full of anaerobic disease-causing bacteria, blowfly
larvae and mold, all breaking down the mouse body. A few days ago, I used a shovel to
scoop up several dead field mice that a roaming cat had killed and deposited on our
back porch and my wife was in a panic. I delicately deposited them in a Hefty garbage
bag and put it in the trash for pick up the next day.
Everyone has mycoplasma, which lie dormant in degenerative tissue waiting for an
opportune time to “awaken.” Stop and read that sentence again! Mycoplasmas monitor
a change in your immune system, your pH or the oxygen level in your body. This is a
critical piece of information in its tie to 5G technology. An event such as some kind of
emotional or physical trauma awakens mycoplasma. Ask anyone who is sick if they
suffered a trauma before they got sick and they will always answer, “yes.” They might
say, “I got a divorce,” or “I lost my job,” or “My spouse died.” Extreme stress can cause
your body to go into “fight or flight” mode, and your body becomes “acidic” (pH).
Depending where you are genetically weak is where mycoplasma attacks. All of us are
genetically predisposed to certain health issues. Doesn’t the lion attack the weakest
animal in a pack? Well, mycoplasma will always take the path of least resistance,
attacking degenerative and/or damaged cells first. That’s their job, breaking down
“defective or dead” tissue, except the host is very much alive.
The human body regenerates itself every seven years completely. The process is seen
in the growth from that tiny bundle at birth through to the frail old person we become.
I’ve noted those specific time points in my life since I was 28, the specific changes that
occur in each of these seven year cycles. Most people never notice the changes until
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they become ill with some physical ailment. Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, leukemia, nonHodgkin’s lymphoma, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus, colon
cancer, breast cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, lymphoma, Irritable Bowel
Syndrome, Crohn’s, psoriasis, Carpal tunnel, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, heart
disease, cataracts, Grave’s disease, hormonal imbalance, Lou Gehrig’s disease,
scleroderma, urinary tract infections, kidney failure, pancreatic cancer, brain cancer,
and asthma, just to name a few.
Disease-causing bacteria (mycoplasma) are the unfriendly bacteria. They are
anaerobic, the opposite of friendly aerobic bacteria. Therefore, it is very important that
mammals maintain an alkaline pH everywhere in the body except the gut. Otherwise,
the unfriendly bacteria may colonize in a degenerative part of the body and cancer
and/or disease may set in. Normally, the host's flora (friendly bacteria) will kill the
unfriendly bacteria in the gut; and if the host's immune system is functioning, the
immune system will kill the unfriendly bacteria, too. Dr. Zack Bush specialty is the
human biome dealing with is commonly called gut bacteria.
Unless you keep your body's cells alkaline, the chances are you will get infected or reinfected by mycoplasmas. It is all about maintaining "balanced" cells--a pH of 7.25 to
7.45. I drink only distilled water and done so for the past forty-five years, whether it
came from Walmart or when I bought me a distiller and began to distill my own.
Distilled water from the store is safe as it has to be according to the label, since many
people use it in medical devices, such as a C-pap machine, aquarium tanks, humidifier,
or health-related equipment.
Distilled water will discourage bacteria and yeast (Candida) from colonizing where they
are not supposed to be. If you temporarily raise your pH to 8.6, mycoplasmas will die.
No one is perfect and it is very difficult to stay away from refined sugar, which is in
processed and fast food. Unfortunately, refined sugar and high fructose corn syrup
"feed" the unfriendly bacteria and yeast.
Alkaline minerals are in fruits, vegetables, hazelnuts, Brazil nuts and almonds. Acidic
minerals are phosphorous, sulfur, chlorine, iodine, bromine, manganese, fluorine,
copper and silicon, to name a few, and found in meat, grains, nuts, soda, coffee, tea,
preservatives, and processed foods.
When our cells burn molecules to make energy, not everything is burned. Minerals
(consider them rock fragments) in the food we eat do not burn and are left as residual
ash in the body’s tissues and blood. Everyone has heard the phrase “You are what you
eat!” This is absolutely true. The human body’s pH is determined and measured by the
mineral residue in the blood and tissues.
When the body is healthy and in perfect balance, its pH is alkaline, around 7.25 to 7.45,
meaning there is a higher concentration of alkaline minerals in the blood and tissues
than acidic minerals. Most of begin to experience the aging process between 25 and
30, and depending on how well we have taken care of what God gave us determines
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what lays ahead for us. I just saw a Channel 11 news report from my home town
television. I took a second look at the story since this 21-year old Afro-American was
supposed to have died of the Covid-19. The young man was a football player for a PA
state college, and his picture revealed that it was not hard to see that he had
comorbidity issues, although the television news station only stated he died of Covid-19.
The media is so dishonest by only reporting new cases of infections, and not mentioning
cases that were healed, or the correct death numbers.
Potential hydrogen (pH) is measured on a 0-14 scale. Any measurement below seven is
acidic. Any measurement above seven is alkaline. Also, the closer the measurement is
to zero, the greater the concentration of acidic minerals. On the other side of the scale,
the closer the measurement is to 14, the greater the concentration of alkaline minerals.
If the measurement is seven, the pH is neutral, neither acid nor alkaline.
Most people do not have perfect water, and sub-surface water is mostly hard water.
Kidney and Gall stones are a common issue with many people. A way of mitigating is to
add lemon to your water or diet. Lemons for example contain a high amount of citric
acid, lemons have an acidic pH. Lemon juice has a pH falling between 2 and 3, which
makes it 10,000–100,000 times more acidic than water. Bottom Line: A food's pH is a
measure of its acidity. The pH of lemon juice falls between 2 and 3, meaning it is acidic.
Anyone prone to kidney stones can help themselves by using fresh lemon or lemon
juice in their water. The sub-surface in most of the U.S. is limestone, and perfect for
forming kidney stone. I had a gallbladder removed when I was in my mid-30s. I had
three gall stones the size of buckeyes and four or five smaller stones the size of grapes.
In a general sense most of us never think about what we eat or drink until these kinds of
issues put us down in excruciating pain.
For example, soft drinks pH are around 1.75-2.5 (depending on the brand), which
means it contains an extremely high concentration of acidic minerals. On the other
hand, distilled water’s pH is “neutral” (7), neither acid nor alkaline. Neutral means that
the mineral concentration in the water has an equal amount of acidic minerals and
alkaline minerals. It must also be noted that alkaline and acid minerals “bind” to each
other (opposites attract), thus neutralizing each other. When this “binding” occurs, the
pH becomes neutral, neither acid nor alkaline.
Just like the Universe (which must stay in perfect balance) so, too, must the human
body’s pH stay in perfect balance to remain healthy. There are several mechanisms in
the body which make this possible. The first mechanism is referred to as the “great
alkaline reserve,” which keeps the blood’s pH in perfect balance (alkaline). For every
action, there is a reaction! When we eat too much food containing high concentrations
of acid minerals, the body reacts by calling upon its “great alkaline reserve.” Stored
alkaline minerals are released into the bloodstream and “bind” to the acid minerals, thus
neutralizing them. This causes the blood’s pH to stabilize and return to perfect balance–
an alkaline pH of ~7.25 to 7.45.
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Too much acid mineral residue in the human tissues is toxic! To bring the body’s tissues
back to balance, there is another mechanism the body relies on – sweating. Our
ancestors worked outside toiling in the hot sun, sweating out toxins through the skin.
Unfortunately, this is not the case today. We live in air-conditioned houses, drive air
conditioned cars, and exercise in air-conditioned gymnasiums. We avoid sweating! Our
ancestors also had an advantage over us. They did not have to contend with pollution,
heavy metals, pesticides, herbicides, preservatives and many other chemicals, which
are toxic to our cells. If these poisons are not sweated out, they remain in the cells and
cause the cells to become “unbalanced.” The cell’s pH becomes acidic.
Besides using the above two mechanisms, the body has another way of ridding itself of
too much acidic mineral waste. It releases acid minerals through the kidneys and the
colon. For our ancestors, this was ideal. Their diet consisted of large quantities of fruits,
whole grains, vegetables, seeds, etc., which made elimination a quick process.
However, today it’s a different story. Most Americans’ diets consist of large quantities of
highly processed foods and meat, which contain a high concentration of acidic minerals
and are very constipating. We also do not drink enough water. Thus, the elimination
process is slowed down tremendously. When the elimination process slows down, the
colon then has a chance to reabsorb the toxins and put them right back into circulation,
where they go right back into the tissues. Finally, if the cells in our bodies are
“unbalanced” (acid pH), this is when we become vulnerable to disease and cancer.
When we are told, “Eat your fruits and vegetables!” it’s not just about getting our daily
vitamin requirements. According to some experts, for the body to stay in perfect
“balance,” 80 percent of a person’s diet must consist of food containing alkaline
minerals and the remaining 20 percent consist of food containing acid minerals. Some
nutritionists believe that it is the food we eat that is causing disease and cancer. In fact,
they are right on the money. The food we eat is an important factor in whether we stay
healthy or whether we get sick. But there’s something more to it than that. Maybe it is
being suppressed, or maybe it is just being overlooked, or maybe it is being kept secret
from the “public,” but the real cause of disease and cancer is microorganisms.
What do micro-organisms have to do with balance and alkalinity? Answer: It’s because
cancer and other disease-causing microorganisms (mycoplasma and viruses) cannot
thrive in alkaline (balanced) tissues. They can only thrive and flourish in “unbalanced”
(acid pH) cells weakened from the toxins from highly processed food and too much acid
mineral residue! In fact, bacteria thrive in an acid environment of 5 to 6.8 (that is the
ideal soil pH). Although we might think bacteria to be our enemy, they are extremely
important to both the survival of plants and humans!
The first step in our digestion process is the bacteria's role. Have you ever taken too
much antibiotics and ended up with diarrhea? Then you have had to eat yogurt, cheese,
or take probiotics to replace the bacteria in your gut? Doesn't it also make sense now
that is why your stomach has an acid pH--to support bacteria? It is also true for plants.
Bacteria makes the compost (food and nutrients) for plants. Bacteria are just doing what
they are supposed to do. That is why it is so important to keep your cells alkaline. Most
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bacteria remain dormant in an alkaline environment and even die at a pH of 8.6! Is it no
wonder then why people are so sick? It is because their tissues have an acidic pH.
Then when a person experiences a trauma – the bacteria wake up and do what they are
supposed to do - start breaking down tissues and turning it into compost! It is that
simple.
Cancer has gone from 1 in 4 Americans to 1 in 3 Americans today, and public health
experts state that it will not be too long until 1 in 2 Americans will die of cancer. Some
well informed and educated professionals refer to the Cancer issue as the “cash cow”
for the medical community.
The following example refers to mycoplasma, cell death (the release of glutamate) and
the buildup of plaque, leading to heart disease:
Mycoplasma and Heart Disease
Setting: The host has a mycoplasma infection. The mycoplasmas penetrate the cell.
The cell is defenseless on the inside. (The immune system is on the outside.) Inside the
cell, the mycoplasma is a parasite, using the cell's internal cell components to replicate.
The damaged cell eventually dies and ruptures, spilling out the newly replicated
mycoplasmas, along with the contents of the cell. According to mycoplasma
researchers, one of the proteins inside the cell is the amino acid glutamate.
Glutamate is an "excitotoxin" and causes nerve cells to rapid "fire." When glutamate is
outside the cell (in the bloodstream), this triggers a chemical reaction. The body turns
glutamate into glutamine (they are in the same family of proteins). The process to turn
glutamate into glutamine is as follows:
The body uses/takes an ammonia ion from urea in the bloodstream, which causes the
release of a cyanide ion. The cyanide ion then enters a neighboring cell where it
focuses on the battery of the cell (mitochondria). At the fourth complex of the
mitochondria Kreb’s cycle, the cyanide uptakes the energy generated. This deprives the
cell of its energy and results in the (temporary) shutdown of that cell, resulting in chronic
fatigue. Dr. Len Horowitz deals with the chronic fatigue syndrome in his book.
The cyanide does not kill the cell. Eventually, the red blood cells carry the cyanide
away, and the cyanide is released from the body.
Once the endothelial cells become “sticky”, mycoplasma can adhere to the interior
artery walls and colonize. The following are the four stages of a mycoplasma infection
and how the mycoplasma infection leads to heart disease and eventually death:
Stage 1 - Infection
Mycoplasmas invade and penetrate through the invisible endothelium cells (innermost
lining of the blood vessels) Mycoplasmas set up a colony by adhering to the host's
tissues and to each other (using protein), then begin forming biofilm (plaque).
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In the case of arterial plaque, biofilm is located between the endothelium lining
(innermost layer of the blood vessel) and the smooth muscle (middle layer) of the artery
wall. (Arteries have three layers of cells.)
Mycoplasmas do not target veins, unless a surgically moved vein replaces an artery, as
in bypass surgery. Then that vein, too, becomes vulnerable.
Stage 2 - Immune System Responds
The immune system responds by sending white blood cells, specifically monophages
(macrophages), to the site.
Wikipedia's definition of atherosclerosis:
"Atherosclerosis is a specific form of arteriosclerosis in which an artery wall thickens, as
a result of invasion and accumulation of white blood cells (termed fatty streaks early on
because of appearance being similar to that of marbled steak) and containing both living
active white blood cells (called inflammation) and remnants of dead cells, including
cholesterol and triglycerides, eventually calcium and other crystalized materials, within
the outer most and older plaque."
Macrophages are the warriors and cleanup crew of the immune system. They gobble up
pathogens, dead cells, etc. They respond to the pathogenic mycoplasmas, which are
attacking the host.
Stage Three - Formation of Plaque and Fibrous Cap
As the colony grows, more and more white blood cells (WBC) appear at the site of
infection, burrowing into the layers of plaque, gobbling up low density lipoproteins (LDL)
in the process. The macrophages get so bloated, that they cannot handle the overload
and die. (Scientists call these macrophages "foam cells".) They then become part of the
biofilm.
As the colony grows (plaque builds), the inside of the blood vessel (lumen) narrows.
The human body then responds by widening the blood vessel. (FYI: Over time, if the
artery enlarges to 2 to 3 times the usual diameter, the walls become weak enough that
just the stress of the pulse can lead to sudden hemorrhage, which leads to rapid death.)
Over time, a fibrous cap is formed on top of the plaque, which is made up of fibrous
connective tissue. It contains macrophages, smooth muscle cells, foam cells,
lymphocytes, collagen and elastin. According to Wikipedia:
".....increased macrophage activity, macrophage-enzymes erode away the fibrous
membrane beneath the endothelium so that the cover separating the plaque from blood
flow in the lumen becomes thin and fragile."
Stage Four - Heart Attack or Stroke
Over time (decades), the fibrous cap is now thin and fragile, which makes it even more
susceptible to rupture.
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The artery walls, too, have finally failed to keep up with the growth of the plaque, plus
the continuous rupturing and clotting of the plaque. The lumen is now narrowing
(stenosis), and the threat of total blockage is looming on the horizon. Stretched
dangerously thin, the blood vessel walls can also rupture, causing internal bleeding.
When a blood vessel is injured, the body uses platelets and fibrin to form a blood clot to
prevent blood loss. A clot can break free and begin to travel around the body.
FACT: If the fibrous cap ruptures, the body immediately sends platelets to close up the
lesion. The rupture may release a shower of debris into the bloodstream. The body
forms clots both on the particles (debris) and over the rupture.
The mycoplasma in every human body is always monitoring three things in the
body:
 pH level
 Oxygen level
 Immunity system
Keep in mind that every human body has within it the seeds of its own demise.
Mycoplasma can be kept in check by seeking to optimize the above three things. Any
sudden change in any of the three will ultimately lead to cancer or disease, as that
mycoplasma gains control over one’s cell biology. As noted earlier, stress of any kind
can activate the mycoplasma to overcome the body and ignite the decomposition
process that leads to death.
Think for a minute or so about how the public health agencies [CDC, WHO, NIH,
NAIAD] have dealt with these three areas noted just above:
1. They mandated the use of the useless face mask which lowered oxygen intake
by 80%.
2. They avoided recommending vitamins and nutrients that are necessary to build
an optimum immune system. Never did they recommend vitamins C, D3, Zinc,
Potassium iodine, or Elderberry.
3. They mandated lockdowns which increased the stress level across the world of
old and young.
The so-called public health agencies did the opposite of what should have been done.
Their treatment strategy on all three measures were intended to further damage the
public’s ability to fend off the effects of 5G activation of dormant mycoplasma in the
human body. It was genocidal and committed crimes against humanity!
This past year, during this alleged Corona virus, natural-pathic doctors and scientists
were all focused on individual attention on those three areas. The public health
agencies were saying this would not go away without a vaccine or until a vaccine was
created to treat the Corona virus. Can you begin to see how we have been conned in
this scam-demic. The virus was mycoplasma activated through 5G technology.
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What makes 5G more intimidating and poses greater health risks is that 5G achieves its
super-fast streaming speeds and infinite data capabilities by tapping into a never-before
used bandwidth called the millimeter wave (MMW) which is a pulsed radio wave of
extremely high frequencies of 30 GHz to 300 GHz (as well as utilizing some mid-range
and lower frequencies). 5G can be “modulated” and so the invisible nature is largely
unknown or unseen. Tests and experiments of the technology have shown that 5 days
of exposure to 30 GHz results in death after 28 days of low level EMF toxic energy.
Studies have already linked low level radio wavelength radiation with a long list of
negative health impacts including:
Oxidative damage to the cells and DNA breaks
Melatonin reduction and disruption of circadian rhythms
Disruption of cell metabolism
Disruption of mitochondrial energy production
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But what isn’t being talked about as much as it should be - is that 5G uses pulsed
millimeter waves to carry information. 5G is "The Internet of Things."
I might mention for information purpose about synthetic cell therapy being promoted. It
remains to be seen about the effects of it, so I am guarded about it with all of its
unknowns.
Synthetic cell therapy is a field that has broad potential for future applications in human
disease treatment. Therapies will consist of engineered bacterial strains capable of
diagnosing disease, producing and delivering therapeutics, and controlling their
numbers to meet containment and safety concerns.
Bacteria have several qualities that make them ideal for powering and navigating "biorobots." They are easy and cheap to grow, and they respond to environmental stimuli,
an ability which is very difficult to replicate in robots.
While they don't have too much power on their own, their swarming ability would allow
them to move synthetic structures within the body. When bacteria are in a swarm, they
become hyper-flagellated, meaning they develop multiple tails that give them more
propulsive power, and work as a collective to perform impressive physical feats
compared to their size.
Swarms of mycoplasma bacteria can be manipulated to control synthetic structures with
relatively simple shapes. A robot shaped like a gear, for example, can be turned by
bacteria in either direction, depending on the shape of the gear's teeth. 5G exciting of
the human cell structure can kill as easy as the state trooper’s Radar gun, or the Radar
beam scan of a military aircraft.
And the mycoplasma bacteria's ability to sense their environment/react to stimuli allows
the researchers to control the movement of the swarm through external stimuli, which
affords them direct control over the robot's movements.
The bacteria will react, communicate and be controlled through the stimuli of 5G
microwaves...
This is the intersection or convergence of biological and electronic devices. Living cells
are essentially little electrical machines, receiving and sending signals. Think about this
working in a cloud attached to the internet of things.
Synthetic biologists are honing their ability to program the behavior of individual
microbial populations, forcing the microbes to focus on specific applications, such as the
production of drugs and fuels. Given that microbial consortia can perform even more
complicated tasks and endure more changeable environments than monocultures can,
they represent an important new frontier for synthetic biology. For the near future, this
borders on a realm that would certainly concern me given what 5G technology is
capable of doing.
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The use of EMF to plant voices in people’s brains has been an example that goes back
to the 1970’s, and science fiction it is NOT!
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My point in this series is that 5G is the larger issue concerning the fake scam-demic of
Covid-19. Covid-19 is nothing more than a diversionary tactic, a distraction, to front for
5G EMF that activates Mycoplasma being used to eliminate older people for now; but
when millions refuse to accept the Gates ID2020 Quantum Dot/Hydrogel [Mark of the
Beast] they will be designated for the trash bin of history and their mycoplasma will be
remotely activated as part of the plan for silent weapons of quiet wars! Was it an
accident by a careless virologist in Wuhan, China? Was it deliberate and intentional?
Is it part of the Georgia Guide Stones planned goal to maintain humanity at
500,000,000? You decide for yourself but my intuition tells me otherwise!!!!! For sure,
we now know what the purpose is for the hundreds of thousands of plastic coffins at
FEMA storage areas around the country.
You are all infected, and we can´t stop it. There are some, a very few and scattered
groups, that swear up front an allegiance to a course of action that has not yet been
decided. Nobody else could possibly know. We see the signals and you do not
recognize the messages. You have to be an insider, educated and focused on your
trade to find the meaning behind the symbols. That has become all too difficult as time
has progressed, and the messages are all too clear. We are all primed for destruction.
The future cannot live with what we bring through the next big event… which is a
genetically engineered plague. Yes, the world as we know it will end in the next 10
years. Governments will lose control, and living in tribes away from the cities will
become the best man has to offer. Our infrastructures and economies will collapse.
People will lose interest in concentrated society for fear of falling victim to the same fate
as the city dwellers.
All because of something we cannot see, yes we all have it in our bodies. This is what
killed off the dinosaurs, and it was not a natural occurrence then, either. That is what we
started to discover before we were taken over by the messages. We do not have time to
look into the past, anymore.
The plague, the mycoplasma infection that is already in every living human being on this
planet, is a sickness that touches everyone, every living person on the planet. All we
can do is mitigate the results. It is too late to purge our species of this infection. You all
have it, your children, and forever all our progeny will, as well.
The problem is that microbiologists around the world will be captured and forced to
develop even worse examples of biological madness. The mycoplasma in your cells can
be triggered and mutated; activated, as it were. The effect can be filtered based on
race, skin, hair, eyes, and personality, whatever is convenient. The problem is the
mycoplasma will mutate, adapt, and grow in capability. Eventually, no human life will be
left on the planet. That is the ultimate madness of it all. UK Physicist Barry Trower
expresses it very succinctly, “if you have daughters, you will never have
granddaughters.”
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So how do we know this? The only way to get a message back from the future is to look
for anomalous fluctuations in the gravity field. The only way to talk to ourselves in the
past is to prepare from the beginning, before you do it. You have to look for a message
in a particular place, commit yourself to this, and never fluctuate from this decision. You
must decide to follow advice that has not been given, yet it will arrive instantaneously, if
successful. Crop circles are the first noticeable message, the first one we noticed,
anyway. These symbols relate to microbiology in a way that only 12 or so people on the
planet can understand.
What’s the take-away from this… well, I would say learn to walk, get a bicycle and ride
it, return to the Earth and gardening, find a fresh source of water, learn to hike, camp,
hunt, and fish, learn to work with your hands, because these people seem to have the
most to offer to a society. We all are walking around with a hair-trigger gun to our heads
that only needs a small squeeze to set it off. We all have mycoplasma in our cells. We
are primed for destruction. Enjoy what time we have left whatever that means to you.
But rest assured, 5G EMF technology brings more than we have bargained for
regardless of what the telecoms tell us!
Makia Freeman posted the below article in January, 2020, providing the proof that 5G is
an Extinction Level Event. Unless the public stands up and says no, humanity is
doomed! This important article was first published on September 24, 2019.
5G Danger: 13 Reasons 5G Wireless Technology
Will Be a Catastrophe for Humanity
By Makia Freeman
Global Research, January 05, 2020
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The 5G danger can’t be overstated.
5G (5th Generation) is now being actively rolled out in many cities around the world.
Simultaneously, as awareness over its horrific health and privacy impacts is rising,
many places are issuing moratoriums on it or banning it, such as the entire nation of
Belgium, the city of Vaud (Switzerland) and San Francisco (USA). Radiofrequency
radiation (RF or RFR) and electromagnetic fields (EMF) are being increasingly
recognized as new types of pollution – environmental pollution. Here are 13 reasons
exposing the 5G danger, which could turn into an unmitigated health and privacy
catastrophe if enough people don’t rise up to stop it.
1. 5G Danger: Hijacking Your Sweat Duct Antennae
The 5G network uses and broadcasts frequencies which affect our sweat ducts, which
act as antennae. In other words, our largest organ, the skin, can be influenced and
manipulated by 5G. As I reported in this the article 5G and IoT: Total Technological
Control Grid Being Rolled Out Fast, scientist Dr. Ben-Ishai exposed the connection
between 5G and our body’s sweat ducts in this video:
“[The 5G frequencies] will zap [us] with wavelengths that will interact with the
geometrical structure of our skin … We found that sweat ducts work like helical
antennas … the sweat duct was an integral part of the mechanism for the absorption of
energy, electromagnetic, between 75-100 GHz, and that if you changed the character of
the sweat duct, i.e. made it work, you could actually change that absorption at some
point, and if you could do that you could trace how a person is under stress.“
2. 5G Danger: 5G Amplifies EMF Damage via VGCCs
Wireless radiation and EMF scientist Dr. Martin Pall has done groundbreaking research
in explaining exactly how EMFs cause premature aging and injury to the human body,
including damage to fertility, brains, hearts and even DNA! He pioneered research
showing how EMFs activate the body’s VGCCs (Voltage-gated calcium channels) which
causes them to release excess calcium ions into the cell. This then leads to nitric oxide
(NO) and superoxide which react nearly instantaneously to form peroxynitrite and free
radicals. Many studies like this show peroxynitrite damages DNA. Dr. Pall has stated
unequivocally that the “5G rollout is absolutely insane.”
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3. 5G Danger: Pulsed Wave Far More Damaging than Continuous Wave Radiation
A significant and unique feature of Smart Meters is that they emit pulsed wave radiation
not continuous wave radiation. In other words, they run in start-stop cycles of emitting a
burst of EMF then going temporarily inactive. This happens an incredibly high amount of
times per day; court documents with testimony from utility companies (like Pacific Gas
and Electric Company of California) reveal that smart meters send pulsed waves
between 9,600 and 190,000 times per day!
In this 2018 video, Dr. Pall states there are 13 studies which show that pulsed wave
EMFs are more active (and dangerous) than continuous wave EMFs. You can read the
evidence here.
4. 5G Danger: 5G Promotes Deep EMF Penetration
The main reason why cell or mobile phones are more dangerous for children than adults
(apart from the fact that radiation absorption is cumulative over a lifetime) is due to EMF
penetration.

Dr. Pall writes:
“The industry has also made claims that more conventional microwave frequency EMFs
are limited in effect to the outer 1 cm of the body. We know that is not true, however
because of the effects deep in the human brain, on the heart and on hormone systems.
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Perhaps the most important two studies demonstrating effects deep within the body are
the studies of Professor Hässig and his colleagues in Switzerland on cataract formation
in newborn calves. These two studies clearly show that when pregnant cows are
grazing near mobile phone base stations (also called cell phone towers), the calves are
born with very greatly increased incidences of cataracts.”
Hässig wrote in his 2009 study:
“Of 253 calves, 79 (32%) had various degrees of nuclear cataract, but only 9 (3.6%)
calves had severe nuclear cataract. Results demonstrate a relation between the
location of veals calves with nuclear cataracts in the first trimester of gestation and the
strength of antennas. The number of antennas within 100 to 199 meters was associated
with oxidative stress and there was an association between oxidative stress and the
distance to the nearest MPBS (Mobile Phone Base Station).”
5. 5G Danger: 5G is a Weapons System Disguised as a Consumer Convenience
Mark Steele has been very outspoken against 5G and has now been widely
interviewed, including by Project Camelot and also by Sacha Stone in his documentary
5G Apocalypse: The Extinction Event. Steele claims that although widespread reports
state that 5G is operating in the 24-100 GHz range, it is actually sub-gigahertz (meaning
under the GHz threshold, so still measured in MHz). He says 5G is a weapons system
like long-range radar, phased array radar and directed energy (DEW was used in 9/11
and various fires like the Paradise, CA fires). He claims that when you examine 5G
hardware, it has a dialectric lens which is proof it is a weapons system. Autonomous
vehicles can use 5G to shine in mirrors of other drivers (which is so strong and
damaging it is equivalent to assault). Mark talks about how 5G is powerful enough to kill
babies in wombs. He states:
“5G is a weapons system, nothing more, nothing less. It’s got nothing to do with
telecommunications for humans. 5G is a machine to machine connection for
autonomous vehicles.”
6. 5G Danger: LA Firefighters Develop Ailments After Being Too Close to Towers
In this video a 25 year veteran firefighter from Los Angeles compares cell towers to
cigarettes. He calls for a stop to the cell/mobile phone base stations being built on or
near fire stations. Firefighters are not the only ones suffering the effects; it was reported
that hundreds of birds fell from the sky in the Netherlands during a 5G test.
7. 5G Danger: Same Frequencies as used for Crowd Dispersal
5G purportedly uses millimeter wave (MMW) frequencies, so called because the
frequencies are so high (in the 24-100 GHz range). Since 1 GHz = 1 billion GHz, we are
talking about frequencies with very very short wavelength (the distance between the
peak of one wave and the next). The distances are so tiny they are measured in
millimeters, hence the term millimeter wave. These are the exact same frequencies
used by the military for their non-lethal weapons such as Active Denial Systems for
crowd dispersal. These weapons have the capacity to cause tremendous injury. Dr.
Paul Ben-Ishai said, “If you are unlucky enough to be standing there when it hits you,
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you will feel like your body is on fire.” What you are not told is that 5G “modulation” can
kill its target if need be!
8. 5G Danger: Mutagenic (Causing DNA Damage) and Carcinogenic (Causing
Cancer)?
The MMW frequencies of 5G cause mitochondrial DNA damage – which is then passed
down through generations. 5G is mutagenic. These mutations are inherited by the next
generation! This has grave implications for genetic purity. How many people are
thinking about this when they can’t stop looking at their screens? This website lists
many studies showing the mitochondrial damage that occurs after exposure to EMF
radiation.
With mutagenesis usually comes carcinogenesis. In other words, once something is
powerful and dangerous enough to cause DNA damage, chances are high it will lead to
cancer. Mark Steele says 5G is a class 1 carcinogen, although the WHO (World Health
Organization) very conservatively classifies cell phone towers as a class 2b possible
carcinogen. It’s important to note, however, that the WHO is an agency of the UN which
was set up by the Rockefellers, an illustrious NWO Illuminati family who plan to use the
UN as a vehicle to usher in a One World Government.
5G is being rushed out without the proper safety testing done, so we don’t have much
data on how 5G specifically causes cancer, but there is an abundance of evidence
showing how 2G, 3G and 4G EMFs are implicated in many kinds of cancer, including
brain cancer. This website has a good collection of the many studies done.
9. 5G Danger: Phased Array Densification
5G requires significantly more transmitters or broadcasters than earlier generations. It is
a plan of massive infrastructure creation, with stations, towers and bases planned to be
put almost everywhere, including in the heart of residential neighborhoods. The effects
of this kind of densification could be disastrous.
5G is powerful enough to 3D map the inside of your home and other buildings. Mark
Steele specifically highlights the 868 MHz frequency, previously used for battlefield
interrogations and which can travel with ease through brick and concrete. He claims this
frequency can single out specific people … interesting given all the electronic
harassment and gang stalking which occurs against TIs (Targeted Individuals).
5G infrastructure will consist of small phased array antennas shooting out radiation at
their targets like a bullet. The rays of microwaves they produce will be strong enough to
pass through walls and human bodies. We will be blanketed with this 24/7/365, and
what’s worse, the coverage area is slated to be broader than the current 4G, eventually
encompassing every square inch of Earth
.
10. 5G Danger: Killing All the Insects?
Insects, birds and children are the most vulnerable to 5G due to their body size. Claire
Edwards is a former UN staff editor who brought the EMF/5G issue to their attention of
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UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres. She stated in an anti-5G rally speech in
Stockholm:
“It’s interesting to note that in the last 20 years we have lost 80% of our insects. And if
we get 5G, we’re going to lose 100% of our insects. When the insects go, we go too.”
Both insects and 5G need antennas: insects use them, among other things, in their
sense of smell, while 5G uses them to propagate waves. Not surprisingly, insects are
sensitive to 5G EMF waves; this recent study showed that insects exposed to 5G
radiation experienced an increase in their body temperature.
“Studies have shown that the frequencies used by 5G increase the body temperature of
insects. This phenomenon was not observed with 4G or Wi-Fi.”
Meanwhile the study Exposure of Insects to Radio-Frequency Electromagnetic Fields
from 2 to 120 GHz concludes:
“Future wavelengths of the electromagnetic fields used for the wireless
telecommunication systems will decrease and become comparable to the body size of
insects and therefore, the absorption of RF-EMFs in insects is expected to increase.”
11. 5G Danger: Space-Based 5G
5G: The Big Picture
5G is planned to be an inescapable grid – with plans afoot to beam it down from space!
This ties into the Space Fence agenda as I discussed in my article Space Fence:
Connecting the Surveillance and Transhumanist Agendas. The organization
International Appeal Stop 5G on Earth and in Space writes:
“At least five companies are proposing to provide 5G from space from a combined
20,000 satellites in low- and medium-Earth orbit that will blanket the Earth with powerful,
focused, steerable beams. Each satellite will emit millimeter waves with an effective
radiated power of up to 5 million watts from thousands of antennas arranged in a
phased array.”
It is vital to understand the bigger picture of the grand conspiracy here. All these
disruptive and hazardous technologies – 5G, Wi-Fi, wireless radiation, HAARP,
ionospheric heating, geoengineering, GMOs, etc. – are going to be woven into one giant
integrated system of surveillance, command and control. Just as one small example,
geoengineering involves the spraying of Chemtrails loaded with metal particulates –
which 5G can use.
12. 5G Danger: Re-Radiation Inside the Body
Way back in 2002, RF researcher Arthur Firstenberg published an analysis of 5G long
before the technology was approved. He explained how, due to 5G EM pulses being
extremely short and delivered in bursts, they actually replicate inside the body – and
end up creating tiny new 5G antennas internally. Firstenberg wrote:
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“… when extremely short electromagnetic pulses enter the body, something else
happens: the moving charges themselves become little antennas that re-radiate the
electromagnetic field and send it deeper into the body …”
“These re-radiated waves are called Brillouin precursors … They become significant
when either the power or the phase of the wave changes rapidly enough … This means
that the reassurance we are being given – that these millimeter waves are too short to
penetrate far into the body – is not true.”
This echoes a previous point made – that 5G penetration is a serious danger.

13. 5G Danger: Insurance Companies Refuse to Underwrite Big Wireless. What Do
They Know?
Insurance companies (the most famous of which is Lloyds of London) have made
headlines by refusing to insure Big Wireless (the telecommunication corporate
conglomerate) against Wi-Fi and 5G-related illnesses and claims:
“Well, Lloyd’s November 2010 Risk Assessment Team’s Report gives us a solid
clue: the report compares these wireless technologies with asbestos, in that the
early research on asbestos was “inconclusive” and only later did it become obvious to
anyone paying attention that asbestos causes cancer. Keep in mind that Lloyd’s Risk
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Assessment study of Wi-Fi was published over 8 [now 9 – Ed.] years ago. Even back
then, however, their Risk Assessment Team was smart enough to realize that new
evidence just might emerge showing that the various Wi-Fi frequencies do cause
illness.”
Conclusion: 5G Grid Part of Larger Command, Control, Surveillance and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) Agenda
5G is qualitatively and quantitatively different to 4G. It is much more than just the next
step up from 4G. 5G will not only beam tens to hundreds times more radiation than 4G,
but the introduction of MMW technology means a whole new host of hazards. History
repeats itself. Just like it took some time for real science to catch up with
tobacco/cigarettes, and just like it took some time for real science to catch up with the
monstrosity that are GMOs (now rebranded as BioEngineered Foods), so too will real
science catch up with 5G. In the meantime, you can expect all sorts of junk science to
be put forth to justify it, including misdirections and distractions like only focusing on the
thermal effects of wireless (and ignoring the evidence of dangerous non-thermal
effects).
Ultimately, 5G is part of the NWO agenda to set up a giant, inescapable command and
control grid that eliminates all privacy and allows the manipulators to surveil every single
person on the planet all the time. If there was ever a time for activists to step up in the
name of freedom, truth, health, privacy and sovereignty, now is the time.
*****
Makia Freeman is the editor of alternative media / independent news site The Freedom
Articles and senior researcher at ToolsForFreedom.com, writing on many aspects of
truth and freedom, from exposing aspects of the worldwide conspiracy to suggesting
solutions for how humanity can create a new system of peace and abundance. Makia is
on Steemit and FB.
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*https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19780007
*https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4712174/
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol3tAxnNccY
*https://everydayconcerned.net/2019/02/15/5g-is-a-weapons-system-nothing-morenothing-less-technical-weapons-expert-mark-steele-issues-wake-up-call-to-all-ukresidents-on-5g-led-street-lights-rollout-in-gateshead/
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-x_xv6dg9E
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*https://thetruthrevolution.net/hundreds-of-birds-fall-from-the-sky-during-5g-test-in-thenetherlands
*https://jnlwp.defense.gov/About/Frequently-Asked-Questions/Active-Denial-SystemFAQs/
*https://mdsafetech.org/mitochondrial-effects/
*https://www.powerwatch.org.uk/health/braintumours.asp
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hayxz_GEha8 (Stockholm)
*http://emrabc.ca/?p=15174
*https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-22271-3
*http://freedom-articles.toolsforfreedom.com/space-fence-surveillance-transhumanism/
*https://www.5gspaceappeal.org/the-appeal
*https://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/5g-from-blankets-to-bullets/
*https://principia-scientific.org/lloyds-insurers-refuse-to-cover-5g-wi-fi-illnesses/
The original source of this article is Tools for Freedom
Copyright © Makia Freeman, Tools for Freedom, 2020
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Do Not Take a Vaccine or Submit to a Fake
Test to Determine Whether One Has a Virus!

Share This
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“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest
to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget
thy children.” –(Hosea 4:6)
The words of the 8th century B.C. prophet Hosea are going to have global significance
by the events that will take place in the next twelve weeks
3% of the population will pay attention, 7% will give passing consideration, but 90% will
disregard the warning about the things that are coming within the next twelve weeks
shared in this article.
Blessings,
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
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